Gain Insight over all
Client-Side Threats

Source Defense ADMIN
Management Console

Source Defense’s ADMIN Management
Console encompasses security
management in an all-in-one, scalable
system for full threat visibility and control
across all your web applications.
With our security management console, you
can manage multiple client-side threat
levels, providing superior policy eﬃciency
enabling you to manage security through a
single pane of glass. Our security
management console centrally correlates all
attacks, policy suggestions successful
mitigations providing full threat visibility.

Benefits
All in One
Client-Side Security
Management
Industry Leading management
console for client-side security
management

Full Threat

Enterprise Ready

Visibility

Scalability

Enhanced client-side security
management through a single
dashboard fully integrated with
logging, monitoring, and event
analysis

Ensure website integrity
without impacting the end user
experience.

Key Capabilities
Robust and interactive dashboard
Manage the configuration and settings for
your client-side security products
Real-time display of malicious script
interactions
Detailed Site Stats At-a-Glance
User friendly interface

Our Platform
Source Defense is a pioneer and innovator
Admin

VICE

WiPP

Management
Server &
Dashboard

3rd Party Scripts
Detection &
Protection

1st Party Scripts
Detection &
Protection

of technologies that leverage machine
learning, industry regulations and best
practices to extend website security to the
client itself, the web browser. With the
Source Defense platform, you never have

Client-Side Website Security Platform

to choose between innovating and
protecting what matters most, your
customers & their data.

About
Source
Defense

Source Defense is the market leader in Client-side Security for websites, providing real-time threat
detection, protection and prevention of vulnerabilities originating in JavaScript. The Source
Defense patented Website Client-side Security Platform oﬀers the most comprehensive &
complete solution addressing threats and risks coming from the increased usage of JavaScript,
libraries and open source in websites today.
The ADMIN management console, VICE sandboxing and WiPP data shield oﬀerings utilize
patented technology and are deployed by leading Fortune500 enterprises in the Financial, Retail,
and Healthcare markets. Headquartered in Israel, with branches across the US and a strong
community of global valuable partnerships, Source Defense is the most innovative, reliable and
trusted partner in the fight against client-side attacks.

